Leüer dated 15 June 1995 h m caurtsel-appointed-by-Naum,
togetherwith
Wiitten Staîement of the G o v w of Nauni

Registrar
International Cour: of Justice
Peace Palace
2517 KJ Tne Hague
ï h e Netherlanàs
Dear Regi*ar,

Enclosed please ~d two Responses to Submissions of Other States by .
the Republic oi Nauru in the case concerning The Legai;!ry of the Lise ofiVuclear
.vVenpans by Statcs in Arrned ConJicf and one .Mernorial in the case conceming
the Legaliiy ofihe Use and Threat of Use ofNuclear Mienpons.

1 understand that the Court has set the date of ?O October as the date
for the beglnnig of oral hearings in the two cases. 1 would like permission to
use a number of witnesses. In the case c o n c e m g The Lega1;ity of the Lise of
Nuc!ear Weapons 5y a Çtate !n A m e d ConJicf 1 wouid like to put on the stand a
Dr. Frank Bamaoy who is a m c l e u pi,ysicis: of re?u:e. 1 woulà also Lke to
-ut on the stand the Mayors of Hiroshiïna 2nd biagasaki. In the case
c o n c e h g the Leplity of tho Lisc ??naGroz: ?iUse oiNuciozr Weripons !would
like tû piace on the stand Ms. Hilda Li?.:, iom.er ~Mksteroi Heaiih of
Vazuatu, Ms. Ligon Zkrilang who has experie~cpd:h.e effecrs of U. S. nuclear
tests during O~eratior,Bravo or some other womcn kom L-ie P a G c who
experienced h o s e efiects ana Ms. Claudia Peterson who has ex?erienced the
effects of nuc!ear tsets in Lb,e Uktecstaies.
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Introduction

N a m is a small island state in the Pacific Ocean. Nauru believes that
peace and freedom from the threat of war is necessary for the social, cultural
and economic development of people, both in the Pacific and world wide.

Nauru believes that the threat or use of force is contrary to
international law and the development of positive international relations.
Nauru has no anned forces, and as such threatens no state with the use of

force.

The threat of nuclear weauons

Nauru believes that there is a continuing threat of use o'f nuclear
weapons which must be addressed by the international community.

Despite the end of the cold war the nuclear states have yet to relinquish
their policies of first use, use and threat of use of nuclear weapons. In
addition, some of the nudear states have not signed Protocols 1 , 2 and 3 of the
Treaty of Rarotonga under which they would refrain from using or
threatening to use any nudear devices and from testing or stationing any
nuclear devices in the area defined by the Treaty.

The Pacific was the scene of the only hostile use of nuclear weapons
and the scene of over 250 nudear explosions for testing purposes. The nudear

tests have sigruficantly affected the health of Pacific people, wiidlife and the
environment, and will continue to do so for generations.

The testing of nudear weapons in the Pacific from 1946 unLi11992 has
contaminated numerous islands and large areas of ocean with radiation that
has severely affeaed health and the environment. The U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission has caiied the Marshall Islands "by far one of the most
contaminated areas in the world". 1 Mixamages, still bkths, cancers, birth
deformities and other radiogenic diseases have increased by up to 10 times
pre-testing levels in areas dosest to the testing.

A description of some of these effects is given by Lijon Eknilang from

the Marshall Islands:
1was seven years old at the time of the Bravo tests on
Bikini.1remember that it was early in the morning
that 1 woke up with a bright light in my eyes. 1thought
someone was bumingthe house. Soon after we heard
a big loud noise, just like thunder and the earth started
to move.... Then came the faiiout. It was white and to us
kids we thought it was white soap powder. The kids
were playing in the powder and having fun, but later on
everyone was sick and we couldn't do anything... . My
cousin died of tumour cancer in 1960. In 1972 1had
another cousin die of leukaemia. Two of my sisters have
..
had thyroid surgey..

And 1have had seven miscamages and stiïi births.
Altogether there are eight other women on the island

' U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, 54th Meeting of the Advisory Committee

on Biology and Medicine, New York, 1956.
"Radioactive Heaven and Earth; The health and environmental effects of
nudear weapons testing in, on and above the earth." IPPNW, Apex Press,
N.Y. 1991.
Independent Survey of Marshallese Women and reproduction, unpublished
field report. Statement by Glenn Alcalay before the Presidential Advisory
Committee on Human Radiation Experiments, March 15,1995.

nothing. Other chiidren are bom who will never
recognise thisworld or their own parents. ïhey just lie
there with crooked arms and legs and never speak.
Already we have seven such chüdren... .
The leakage of radiation from nudear testing sites and waste dumps,
the contùiued human ingesting of radiation released into the environment
and the radiation already ingested by Pacific peoples threatens them with
radiation induced diseases and death for generations to corne. In addition, the
coral reefs damaged by nudear tesüng has caused considerable ciguatera
poisoning and WU continue to threaten such poisoning.

There is also a very real threat that nudear testing may resume in the
Pacüic.

The need for a Court opinion

Nauru shares the view which it believes to be generally accepted
among nations that the threat or use of nudear weapons is illegal. Nauru is
concemed however that some nations, induding some of the dedared nudear
states, d o not share this view.

Nauru places considerable importance on the role of international law
and the role of the International Court of Justice in governing the practice of
states a n d in the development of peace and security among states. In this
light, Nauru accepts the compulsoxy jurisdiction of the I.C.J. for contentious
cases, and has utilised the contentious case procedure in seeking peacehl
resolution of one of its conflicts with a neighbouring state.

"Pacific Women Speak, Green Line, Oxford 1987, pp.15-17.

Nauru believes that an opinion from the Court w o d d danfy the legal
situation and would be of assistance to smaii states in their efforts to protect
themselves from the threat or use of nudear weapons. It believes that an
advisory opinion from the Court wouid also be a n important step towards a
universaiiy accepted and legally binding prohibition on the threat or use of
nudear weapons, and wouid be an important step towards the elhination of
nudear weapons.

Nauru does not beiieve that any pronouncement by the Court wiii
harm the ongoing negotiations on nudear disarmament. On the contrary,
Nauru beiieves that a Court pronouncement confirming the iiiegality of the
threat or use of nudear weapons wiii be a stimulant to the conclusion of
current negotiations on a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and a fissile
material cut off, and will also be a stimulus to the commencement of
negotiations on a convention prohibiting and eliminating nuclear weapons.

ï ï u opinion is supported by the fact that the question was introduced
in and adopted by the first Committee of the United Nations General

Assembly. ï h i s committee is responsible for recomrnendmg to the Conference
o n Disarmament measures which should be negotiated. The First Committee
wouid not have requested such An advisory opinion if it believed that such a
request would harm the negotiations on disarmament measures which the
Committee has initiated in the Conference on Disarmament.

Nauru also believes that an opinion from the Cou? would assist in the
implementation of Article VI of the Non Proliferation Treaty, according to
which parties to the NPT pledged themselves "

...to pursue negotiations in

good faith on effetive measures relating to cessation of the nudear arms race

at an early date and to nudear disarmament, and on a Treaty on general and
complete disarmament under stnct and effective international control."

The h e a t or use of nudear weauons is iiiegaf

On 20 September 1994, Nauru submitted to the Court that it believes

that the use of nudear weapons in armed conflict is iiiegal. This was in
response to the question asked by the World Health Organisation on whether
the use of nudear weapons by a State in war or other armed c o d e would be
a breach of its obligations under intemational law.

Nauru would like the Court to consider this submission in connection
with the present case as support for

OUI

belief that any use of nuclear

weapons is a violation of international law. In addition, Nauru supports the
submissions made in that case by Azerbaijan, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Democratic Peoples' Republic of Korea, India, Iran,Kazakhstan, Lithuania,
Malaysia, Mexico, Moldova, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Rwanda,
Samoa, Saudi Arabia, Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Uganda, Ukraine,
which argue that the use of nudear weapons is a violation of international
law.

In adddition Nauru wishes to respectfully submit to the Court the
following statement to support o u belief that the threat or use of nudear
weapons is iiiegal.
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Question Resented
is the threat or use of nuclear weapom in any circumstance permitted under international
law?

Background
On 14 May 1993, the World Health Assembly adopted Resolution WHA 46.40, requesting
the Intemational Court of Justice to give an advisory opinion on the following question:
In view of the health and environmental effects, would the use of nuclear
weapons by a State in war or other armed conflict be a breach of its obligations
under international law including the WHO Constitution?
Following receipt of this request from the Director-Genexai of WHO, the Court set a term
of June 20, 1994, subsequently extended to September 20. 1994 for the submission of statements
by member govemments. Thuty five countries submined statements, the rnajonty arguing for an
affirmative answer to the question presented. A nurnber of states challenged the question's
admissibility, arguing that WHO lacked the competence to submit it. Some states argued for the
proposition that, while humanitarian law applies to nuclear weapons as it does to aii other
weapons, the legality vel non of their use must be detemiined by the specific facts of each case.
A few states resewed their position on the merits, should the Court decide to give an opinion.
In accordance with the Coun's Rules, al1 submissions were transmitted to d states which made
submissions. The Court has set a term of June 20, 1995 for states to comment on each othefs
su bmissions.

On Decernber 15, 1994. the Generai Assembly of the United Nations, by Resolution
49/75/K, requested the Court to give an advisory opinion on the following question:
1s the threat or use of nuclear weapons in any circumstance pemiitted under
international iaw?

The Cowt has set a term of June 20, 1995, for the submission of statements relative to
the question posed by the Geneml Assembly, and September 20, 1995, as the timeline for
responses to these statements.
It is expected that the Court will eventually consolidate the two questions, but it has not
yet done so.

' E s Statement e n d o m the arguments already before the Court supporting the thesis that
any use of nuclear weapons is illegai under international iaw. Focusing on the question of threat,
this Statement wiii argue that the threat of use of nuclear weapons is illegai because the iaw of
peace and security, as it has evolved since the adoption of the United Nations C h t e r , treats
"threat or use" as a single, indivisible concept and because it is a generai principle of law that
the illegality of a micularly serious offense entails as weii the illegality of the threat to commit
such an offense.

The 'possession of nuclear weapons by sonie srates but not others, and the homendous
nature of these weapons, has created an unprecedented dispanty of power between these two
groups of States So long as the nuclear "haves" do not take d o u s l y their solemn obligation
under Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty to move in good faith and with al1
deliberate speed toward the complete elimination of nuclear weapons, this disparity will continue
to exist and will, in and of itself, constitute a threat to the sumival of the "have nots" and of the
"haves" as weii.

This threat is further enhanced by the announced intention of the nuclear weapon states
to reserve to themselves the right to use nuclear weapom in re.sponse to a perceived or acruai
threat of an attack or, more generally, in defense of their national interest or security. In a
speech at 1'Ecole Militaire on November 3, 1959, General Charles de Gaulle said, "..A is
evidently necessary that we be able to provide ouselves in the coming y e m with a force that
can act on our account, with what is custornarily called a 'force de frappe,' able to be deployed
anywhere at any tirne. It gws without saying that the basis for this force will be a nuclear
armament-whether we make it or buy it-which must belong to us. And, since eventually France
can be destroyed from any point in the world, our force must be designed to act anywhere on
earth. "'
Nor is this threat diminished by the position of the nuclear weapon states that the only
purpose of their nuclear arsenals is to deter the use of force by others. Indeed, the very concept
of deterrence is rneaningless without a credible willingness to use; hence "detemence" equals
"threat to use."

1

Quoted in M. Bundy, DANGER
AND SURVNAL: CHOICESABOUTTHE BOMBIN THE FIRST
F m YEARS480 (1988).

Thus, the question posed by the General Assembly goes beyond the jus in bel10 query
of the World Health Assembly and ventures foith into the area of jus ad beiium. But the
doctrine of jus ad bellum, as elaborated since the enactment of Article 2(4) of the United
Nations Charter, leaves no room for the Iegality of the threat of force under international law.
Article 2(4) categorically prohibits the threat or use of force by one state against another. The
only exception to this prohibition is Article 51, which preserves "the inherent right of individual
or collective selfdefense if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations." But
nothing in Article 51 sanctions a standing threat - a threat in futuro by one state against
another, narned or unnamed. It sanctions only the use of retaliatory force once an armed attack
occurs. Its application is limited to the very bnef tirne span following an attack; it cannot,
therefore, sanction the threat of the use of force as a hypothetical matter inherent in the rnilitary
doctrine of this or that state.

-

Furthemiore, the use of force in seifdefense is subject to the ruies of jus in beiio. Hence,
if use of nuclear weapons is prohibited under the rubnc of jus in beiio, the threat to use nuclear
weapons cari never be sanctioned under the mbnc of jus ad beiium.

II.

The Law of Peace and Security (Jus ad Bellum)
A11 States must avoid the threat or use of force in their relations with one another.

A.

United Nations Charter

The United Nations Charter specifically prohibits the threat or use of force. Under the
U.N. Charter, Article Z(4):
Al1 Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or
use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state,
or in any other rnanner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.'
The prohibition on the threat or use of force under Article 2(4) has the status of jus

U.N. Charter an. 2, para. 4.

cogenr, a peremptory nile of international l a ~ ? Moreover, this prohibition extends to nonmember States.'
The United Nations M e r permits the threat or use of force only in individual or
collective selfdefense. including Security Councü enforcement measures. Under Article 51:
Nothing in the present Charter sball impair the inherent nght of individual
or wllective seifdefence if an m e d attack occurs against a Member of the
United Nations, until the Security Council has taken measrires necesary to
maintain international peace and security... ?
The Charter's prohibition on the threat or use of force, with the limited exception of selfdefense, refleas a change in the development of international law. Historically. Jus ad B e l h ,
or the law of "just war", recognized the right of a state to resort to war for "just" reasons. In
1919, the Covenant of the League of Nations further limited a State's nght to "resort to waf.'

'

According to the International Law Commission, "the grrat majority of international lawyers
today unhesitatingly holds that [Article 2(4)] together with other provisions of the U.N. 'Charter.
authontatively declares the modem nistomary law regarding the threat or use of force." ILC
Yearbook, 1966, vol. 2, p.247. The international Court of Justice affmed this position in
Militaw and Paramilitan, Activities in and Aoainst Nicaragva micarama v. United States).
Merits, 1986 ICI Rep. 14, 98-101 (Judgment of June 27). in addition, the Restatement fïhirdl
of Foreion Relations Law includes "the principles of the United Nations Chaner prohibiting the
use of force" among peremptory n o m . § 102 comment k

U.N. Charter art. 2,para. 6 provides:
The Organization shall ensure that states which are not Members of the
United Nations a a in accordance with these Principles so far as may be necessary
for the maintenance of international peace and secuity.

See also Josef Mrazek, Prohibition of the Use and Threat of Force: SeFDefence and Self-Help
in Intermrioml Law, 1989 CANADIAN
Y.B.OF MLL. 81, 85.
U.N. Charter art. 51. The Security Councii, acting within the interests of colleaive
security, has the authority to detemiine "the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the
peace, or act of aggression", U.N. W e r , art. 39. The Security Councii is further authorid
to detemine and employ enforcement measmes under Article 41 (not involving the use of amed
force) and Article 42 (action involving the use of armed force).
6

League of Nations Covenant, art. 12, para. 1, states:

The Members of the League agree that if there should &se between them
any dispute likely to lead to a rupture, they wiii submit the matter either to

In 1928, the Genemi Treaty for the Renunciation of War (Kellogg-Briand Pact, also laiown as
the Paris Peace Pact of 27 August 1928) prohibited aggressive war "as an insuurnent of national
policy" and "for the solution of international con~ovenies".~

The language of the Charter prohibits the "threat or use of force" rather than "reson to
wai', as the Covenant of the League of Nations did. The change in terminology reflects the
recognition that a State rnight resort to the threat or use of force which does not nse to the level
.
of war or resort to armed conflict without an open declmtion of war.'
The League of Nations Covenant did, nevertheless, recognize the danger of threats in
international relations. The Covenant declared "any war or threat of war" a matter of concem
to the entire League and grounds for the League to take action to "safeguard the peaceof
natio~."~
The principles behind the Kellogg-Briand Pact and the League of Nations Covenant
provided a foundation for the United Nations Charter." The umauxprepararoires that preceded
the adoption of the Charter further indicate a general undemanding that a state of peace "could
not be regarded merely as maintenance of the status quo but that it should imply active cooperation between Member States in order to prornote the purposes of the Organization"" Thus,
Article 2(3), which requires States to settle disputes peacefully, complements the prohibition on
the threat or use of force." Moreover, the Charter's preamble calls on States "to practice

arbitration or judicial settlement or to inquiry by the Council, and they agree in
no case to resort to war'until three months after the award by the arbitrators or the
judicial decision or the report by the Council.

' 46 Stat. 2343, T.S.No. 796, 2 Bevans 732, 99 L.N.T.S.

57

N. Bentwich and A: Martin, A COMMENTARY
ON m~CHARTER
OF THE U m D NATIONS
13 (1950).
League of Nations Covenant art. 11, para. 1.
'O J. Keegan, A HISTORY OF WAWARE 383 (1993); G. Herczegh, ïïze Prohibition of the
Threat and Use of Force in Contemporary Inrernorio~lLaw, in Q m o ~ OF
s ~RNATIONAL
LAW 70 (1964).

" Herczegh, Id
l2

at 78.

U.N. Charter, art. 2, para. 3, provides:
Al1 Memben shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means in
such a manner that international p c e and security, and justice, are not
endangered.

tolerance and live together in peace with one auother as good neighbous". These a f f i i t i v e
obligations to cooperate peacefully would clearly be inconsistent with a legal regime that tolerates
threats belween States.
The Opening Statement by Mr. Hans Corell, Under-SemetaryGeneral for Legal Anairs
at the United Nations, during the Congress on Public Internationai Law in March, 1995,
reaffiied the principles that law should govem the relations between States and that disputes
shouid be resolved peacefully:
[L]et this Congres also be a resomding ap@ to those who uitimately
make the decisions that affect our destiny. To thew our message should be:

-Yours is the responsibility to ensure that international law is applied and
that legal advice is sought before important decisions are made in foreign poiicy
matters. . .

.

-And, if disputes occur, yours is the responsibility to refrain from the use
of force and to make sure that these disputes are resolved by peaceful means."
The preparatory work of the United States in anticipation of the creation of the United
Nations reflets a concern with threats of force. A Memorandum containing "basic ideas which
might be embodied in a constitution of an international organization for the maintenance of peace
and secuity" listai as the f m among the functions and purposes of the organization "to prevent
the use of force or of threats to use force"." As the first of the principal obligations of a
member state. the Memorandum listed "To refrain from use of force or threat to use force. . . .,PIS
The proposals which emerged from the Dumbarton Oaks Conference, in preparation for
the United Nations Conference in San Francisco, formed the basis of the U.N. W e r . At
Dumbarton Oaks, the United States proposals were accepted as the basis for discussion and the
structure they established was generally accepted.16 The Dumbarton Oaks draft of the principle

l3

H.Corell, Opening Statement, United Nations Congres on Public International Law, New

York, 13-17 March, 1995.
14

Memorandum for the President, Dec. 29, 1943, in U.S. Deparunent of State, Posrwar
Foreign Policy Preparan'on, 1939-1945, Publication 3580 (February 195), Appendix 33, pp. 376%1(reproduced in R. Russel, A HISTORYOF WE UNITEDNATIONS CHAR% App. F (1958)).
lS

Id.

E. LUiXd, A W T O R Y OF THE UNITED NATIONS,Vol. 1, 27 (1982). Sef? &O L. G00dnCh
& E. Hambro, CHARTER
OF THE U h m NATIONS:
~
COMMENTARY
AND DOCUMENTS
6 (2nd ed.
l6

1949).

which becarne Article 2(4) read:

Al1 members of the Organbtion shall refrain in their international
relations fiom the threat or use of force in any manner inconsistent with the
pwpose of the Organization."
Australia's amendment added the prohibition on threats or use of force "against the
territorial integrity or political independence of any member or State.""

B.

United Nations Resolntions and Dedarations

Numerous United Nations resolutions and declarations have confïmed the principle that
States shall refrain from the threat or use of force in their international relations.
The Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation Arnong States in Accordance with the Charter of the United NationsI9 reiterates the
language of Article 2(4) and adds:
Such a threat or use of force constitutes a violation of international law and the Charter
of the United Nations and shail never be employed as a means of settling international
issues.20
The Declaration on the Inadrnissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States
and the Protection of Their Independence and Sovereigntyzlstates: "No state has the right to
intervene . . . in the interna1 or external affairs of any other state. Consequently, armed
intervention and ail other foms of interference or attempted threats . . . are condemned." The
Declaration notes that intervention is not admissible "for any reason whatever."
The 1987 Declaration on the Enhancement of the Effectiveness of the Principieof
Refraining fiom the Threat or Use of Force in International Relations affïirms the principle of
Article 2(4) and of the Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly
Relations, and adds:

l7

Doc. 1 (English) G/1. UNCIO Documents, Vol. DI, p. 3.
Doc. 2 (English) G/14 (l), May 5, 1945. UNCIO Documents, Vol. ni, p. 543.

l9

G.A. Res. 2625 (XXXV 1970).

z0

Id, para.1.

21

G.A. Res. 2131 ( X X ) (1965).

The principle of refraining from the threat or use of force in international relations
is universal in charader and is binding, regardlas of each State's politicai,
economic, social or culturai system or relations of alliance.=
This D e c l d o n provides further that "States ha? the duty to afrom armed intervention
and aU other f o m of interference or attempted h t s against the personality of the State or
against its political, economic and culturai elements."" in addition, neither acquisition nor
occupation of territory resulting from the threat or use of force wiU be recognized as legal? and
a treaty procured by the threat or use of force is void.=

The Finai Document of the Fmt Special Session of the United NationsGened Assembly
on Disarmament stated that "[State members] stress the special importance of refrainllg from the
threat or use of force against the sovereignty, temtorial integrity or political independence of any
State, or against peoples under colonial or foreign domination . . .""
Additional Declarations. which reaffum the principle of refraining from the threat or use
of force include: Essentials of Peace. Deciamion on the Strengthening of international
S e c ~ r i t y Declaration
,~
on the Inadmissibiity of Intervention and interference in the Intemal
Affairs of States,.and Declaration on the Revention and Removal of D i u t e s and Situations

G.A. Res. 42/22 (XLïi), para. 2.

Id para. 10.

26 FÙst Special Session of the General Assembly on Disarmament 1978, Final Document,
pan. 26.

G.A. Res. 290 (TV). Paragraph 3 dis upon every nation "To refrain from any threats or
acts, direct or indirect, aimed at irnpairing the freedom, independence or integrity of any State...."
za

G.A. Res. 2734 (XXV). Paraagaph 5 provides that the General Assembly:
Solemnly r e a f f ï that every State has the duty to refrain from the shreat
or use of force against the temtorial integrity and political independence of any
other State . . . and that every State has the duty to refrain from organizing,
instigating, assisting or participating in acts of civil stRfe or terrorist acts in
another State.

29

G.A. Res. 361103. Paragraph 2 provides that: 'The principle of non-intervention and noninterference in the internai and external affairs of States comprehends the following rights and

Which May Threaten International Peace and Security and on the Role of the United Nations in
This Field?"

C.

Collective Security Treaties

A nurnber of collective se-ty
treaties wnfinn the symbolic nature of threat and use of
force. The Nonh Atlantic Treaty (the NATO Treaty)" requires State Parties "to refrain in their
international relations from the threat or use of .force in any manner inconsistent with the
purposes of the United Nations." Similarly, the now-lapsed Treaty of Friendship; Chopenition
and Mutual Assistance (the Warsaw Pacty2 requires Conuacting Parties "to refrain in their
international relations from the threat or use of force".
The F i Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe3' r e q W States
participating to refrain from the threat or use of force, repeating the language of the Charter.
Moreover, "[nlo consideration rnay be invoked to serve to warrant resort to the threat or use of
force in contravention of this principle" and "[nlo such threat or use of force will be employed
as a means of settling disputes, or questions likely to give rise to disputes. . . ."
The American Treaty on Pacific Settlement" requires the contracting parties to

"...refrain

duties . . . [including, under U(a)J the duty of States to refrain in their international relations h m

the threat or use of force in any form whatsoever . . . to disrupt the political, social or econornic

order of other States. . . ."

G.A. Res. 43/51, Prearnble:

R e a f f ï g the Declaxafionon Rinciples of International Law Concerning
Friendly Relations and &-operation Among States in Accordance with the Charter
of the United Nations . . . and the Declmtion on the Enhancement of the
Effectiveness of the Principle of Refraining from the Threat or Use of Force in
International Relations,
Recalling that it is the duty of States to refrain in their international
relations from military, political, economic or any other form of coercion against
the political independence or territorial integnty of any State . . . .

''

63 Stat. 2241, T.IA.S. No. 1964, 4 Bevans. 828, 34 V.A.T.S. 243 (1949) art. 1.

'' 219 U.N.T.S.

3 (1955) art. 1.

33 14 I.L.M. 1292 (1975), also knows as "the ~ e l s i n k i ~ i nAct",
a l Section II, Refraining h m
the Threat or Use of Force.

" Also h o w n as the "Treaty of Bogota", 30 U.N.T.S. 55 (1948), chapter one, art. L

from the threat or the use of force, or h m any other means of coercion for the settiement of
their wntroversies. . . ."
ThqConvention on the Rights and Duties of Statd5holds that "No state ha.the right to
intervene in the intemal or external affairs of another."

in addition, the Charter of the Organization of Amencan States36 provides:
No State or group of States has the right to intemene, directly or indirecty,
for any reason whatever, in the intemai or extemal affairs of any other States.
The foregoing principle prohiiits not only armed force but also any other form of
interference or attempted threat against the pemnality of the State or against its
politicai, econornic and culturai elements.

D.

The Nuremberg Principles

The General Assembly unanimously afîkned "the principles of international law
recognized by the Charter of the Nmmberg Tribunai and the judgment of the Tribunal."n The
principles "have since b e n universally considered to constitute an authoritative statement of the
d e s of customary international law."" The Nuremberg offenses "co~~espond
largely to the
obligations imposed 'by cenain rules of jus ~ o ~ e n s " . ~ ~
The principles'as codified by the International Law Commi~sion~~
defuie crimes against
peace as:
i. Planning, preparation, initiation or waging of a war of aggression or a

Also known as the "Treaty of Montevideo", 49 Stat. 3097, T.S. No. 881, Bevans 145, 165
L.N.T.S. 19 (1933) art. 8.
35

36

2 U.S.T. 2394, T.I.A.S. 2361, 119 U.N.T.S. 3 (1948) ait. 15.

"

G.A. Re.. 950, 188 U.N. Dm. Al64lAdd.l (1946).

38

F. Boyle, The Relevance of Internotional Law ro rhe "Paradox"of Nuclear Deterrence, 80
Nw. U.L. Rev. 1407, 1416 (1986) (citing 1. Brownlie, iNTERNATIONAL LAWAND THE USE OF
FORCEBY STATES 154-213 (1963)).

''

Repon of the International Law Commission, 28th Session, 31 U.N. GAOR Supp. (NO. 10)
at 246, (1976) 2 Y.B. Intl L. Comm'n W. 2) at 104.
40

Repon of the Inremrional Law Commission, 2d Session, 5 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No.12)
11, U.N.Dm. Ai1316 (1950). 2 Y.B.Intl L. Comrn'n 374, U.N. Dm. A/Cn.4/SERA/1950/Add.l

war in violation of international treaties, agreements or arsurances
ii. Participation in a comrnon plan or conspiracy for the accomplishrnent
of any of the acts mentioned under (i).
A crime against peace is "a culpable violation of the jus ad belkun"."

Planning and preparing for aggression thus is clearly proscribed. In addition, while not
so appiied by the Nuremberg tribunals, the Nuremberg principles support the proscription of
planning and preparation for war crimes and crimes against humanity. A war involving such
crimes would be a "war in violation of international treaties, agreements or assurances". Also.
the Charter of the International Military Tribunal4*and Control Council Law No. 10"' provided
for individual responsibility for participation in a "pian" to commit al1 three Nuremberg offenses
(crimes against peace, war crimes, and crimes against humanity). Similarly, the Statute of the
International Tribunal for the Prosecution of ~ersonsResponsible for Serious Violations of
International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugosiavia provides
for individual responsibility for the planning and preparation or execution of any crime referred
to in the S t a t ~ t e . ~
The diusaon regarding crimes against peace tums on the concept and defhtion of
aggression. Section ILF i n f a examines threats of aggression.

E.

Opinio Juris

The United Nations Charter and the treaties and resolutions cited above do not distinguish
between the legal status of the threat to use force and that of the use of force itself. Both are
equally prohibited. bdeed, "[ilf the promise is to resort to force in conditions in which no
justification for the use of force exists, the threat itself is iliegal."4s

41

ii. McCoubrey and N. White, INTERNATIONAL LAWAND A R ~ CONR.ICr
D
334 (1992).

42

AR. 6, 59 U.S. Stat. 546 (1945).

43 Art. I(2), 3 Officiai Gazette Control Council for Germany 50 (1946), (r'eprinted in 2 L.
Friedman, THE LAWOF WAR 908 (1972)) Law No. 10 governed the 12 subsequent mals of
major war criminals.
44

Art 7(1), Annex to RepoR of the Secretary-General Pursuant to Pa~agraph2 of Security
~ouncilResolution 808 (1993), S125704, 2 May 1993.
Brownlie, INTERNATIONAL
LAWAND THE USE OF FORCEBY STATES(1963), p. 364 (citing
L. Oppenheirn, INTERNATIONAL
LAW: A TREATISE,
Vol. TI, 7th Ed. (Ed.H. Lauterpacht, 1952);
U.K. MANUAL
OF MILITARY
LAW,part iii (1958), para. 11).
45

The significance of the phibition on threats of force becornes apparent when one
considers the implications for previously accepted legai n o m . Oppenheim's discussion of
threats of force in relation to the obligation to issue an ultimatum before resorting to war suggests
that the prohibition on the threat of force overrides previously accepted and codified legal
standards

In so far as the Charter of the United Nations prohibits not only acts of force but
also threats. of force, the question arises as to the operation, as between the
Members of 'the United Nations, of the provisions of the Hague Convention in the
matter of ultimatum and, to some extent, of dalaration of war. If it is unlawful
for Members of the United Nations to threaten another State with the use of force,
how can they properly be in a position to comply with the obligation to issue an
ultimatum prior to resorting to war? The correct answer is probably that as
between Members of the United Nations these provisions of the Hague
Convention, although not directly conflicting with the Charter, are substantiaiiy
ob~olete.~
The prohibition of the threat of force applies even where the threat is not carried,out. As
Professor Oscar Schachter notes,
The preponderance of military strength in some states and their politid reiations
with potential target states may justifïably lead to an inference of a threat of force
against the political independence of the target state. . . . [and] the applicabiiity
of article 2(4) in principle can hardly be deniedP7
However, even though relative military strength and political relations can create situations
of threat, "[cluriously [Article 2(4)] has not been invoked much as an expiicit prohibition of such
irnplied threat~."~
According to Schachter, this rnay be due to the "diificulty of demonstxatixig
coercive intent" or to the widespread, though not unlimited, tolerance for dispaiities of p~wer.'~

L. Oppenheitn, ERNA NATIONAL LAW: A TREATISE,
Vol. ïi, 297 (7th ed., H. Lauterpacht,
ed. 1952).

" O. Schachter, The Right of

States to Use Armed Force, 82 M I ~L.. REV. 1620, 1625

(1984).

" Id.
49

Id Schachter notes funher that:

A blatant and direct threat of force, used to compel another state to yield temtory
or make substantial politid concessions (not required by law), would have to be
seen as illegal under article 2(4) if the words "threat of force" are to have any
meaning.

An alternative explanation for the undenise of the prohibition on threat in Article 2(4) is
the difficulty of invoking it effectively. Since the authority to do so lies with the Security
Council, the failure of the non-permanent mernbers to exercise that authority does not so much
indicate their tolerance of implied or actual threats by the permanent members - who are also the
declared nuclear weapon States - but rather their recognition of power disparities and the veto
power of the permanent members.' .
intemational legal scholars differ somewhat in their analyses of what constitutes a threat
of force and what the role of threats in international law is. Amrding to Ian Brownlie, a threat
"consists in an express or implied promise by a govemment of a resort to force conditional on
non-acceptance of certain demands of that g~vemment."~Romana Sadurska regards a threat in
the international arena as "a message, explicit or implicit, formulated by a decision maker and
directed to the target audience, indicating that force wiii be used if a mle or dernand is not
complied with."" Both experts suggest that use of force is conditional on the target's resporse
to the tlueat and that the threat might be "implicit" or "implied". as well as "explicit" or
"express".
in the Co# Channel Casdzthe International Court of Justice concluded that the'passage
of British warships through the North Corfh Strait did not violate Albanian sovereignty. In that
case, Albania had earlier fued on British ships, and the British "'mission' was designed to affm
a right which had been unjustly denied,"" Le., the right of passage. The Court also held that
Albania's obligation to notify international shipping of the rnining of her waters sternmed from
"certain general and well-recognized principles, namely: elementary considerations of humanity,
even more exacting in peace than in war, and every state's obligation not to allow howingly its
territory to be used for acts contrary to the rights of other s t a t e ~ . "A~ concurring opinion by
Judge Alvarez drew "special attention" to "acts contrary to international law, which are related
to the present dispute: intervention, pressure or threat of force, dernomation of force, with a
view to intimidation, violution of sovereignfy, and misuse of right. . . .""

Browniie, supra note 45, at 364.

R. Sadunka, ïïzreas of Force, 82 AM. J. ML
L. 239,242 (1988). Sadurska argues that
threats "may not be detrimentai, indeed may even be beneficial, to the preservation of
5'

international order" but admits that "this is a precan'ous garne" and that "an environment in which
threats of force are regularly used is likely to be very unstable." Id., at 239-240, 247,250, n. 54.
s2

United Kingdom v. Albania, 1949 ICI Rep. 4 (Ments), (Judgment of April 9).

Id. at 22.
" Id.

39 (Individual Opinion by Judge Alvarez) at 46 (emphasis in the original).

in the Fisheries Juri.uiiction Case,% a dissenring opinion by Judge Pa&
the foIlowing regarding threats:.

Nervo notes

A big power can use force and pressure against a small nation in many
ways, even by the very fact of diplomatically insisring in having its view
recogniid and accepted. The Royal Navy did not need to use armed force, its
mere presence on the seas inside the fishery limits of the coastal State could be
enough pressure. It is weii known by professon. jurists and diplomats acquainted
with international relations and foreign policies, that certain "Notesadeliveredby
the government of a strong power to the government of a snall nations, may have
the same purpose and the same effect as the use or threat of force.n

A threat of force alone does not constitute an "act of aggression" under the U.N.
"Defrnition of Aggression" ~ e s o l u t i o n .In
~ fact, the Definition suggests that not al1 uses of force
constitute acts of aggression, noting in the Pzeamble that "aggression is the most senous i d
dangerous form of the illegal use of force."59
The International Law Commission incorporated the Generai Assemblfs definition of
Significantly,
aggression in the Draft Code of Crimes Againsr Peace and Security of Mankir~d.~
the Dr& Code includes a separate article for the crime of the Threat of ~ggression:~'
1. An individual who as leader or organizer commits or orders the commission
of a threat of aggression shd. on conviction thereof, be sentenced . . . .

United Kingdom v. Iceland. 1973 ICI Rep. 3 (Judgment of February 2).
Id at 47.
58

G.A. Res. 3314 (XXJX 1974). Article 1 of the Defuiition states that:
Aggression is the use of arned force by a State against the sovereignty, temtorial
integrity or political independence of another State, or in any other manner
inconsistent with the Charter of the United Nations. . . .

s9

Id.

Drufi CO& of Crimes Againsr rhe Peace and Security of ManAid Repon of the
Commission to the General Assembly on the work of i n forry-third session, 1991 Y.B.h
tî L.
Comrn'n vol. II, pan two, m. 15, U.N. Doc. A/CN/4/SER.A/1991IAdd.l (part 2).

Id.

âit.

16.

2. Threat of aggression consists of declarations, communications, demonstsations
of force or any other masures which would give good reaçon to the Govemment
of a State to believe that aggression is being seriously contemplated against that
State.
The International Law Commission Report on the ïhaft Code to the General Assembly
notes that in the context of this article, "the word 'threat' denotes acts undertaken with a view to
making a State believe that force will be used against it if certain demands are not met by that
State."'" A threat Aght take the form of declarations ("expressions made public in writing or
oraily"), communications ("messages sent by the authorities of one Govemment to the authorities
of another Governrnent, by no matter what means of transmission") and demonsaations of force
(eg., "concentrations of troops near the f~ontier").~Moreover, the Commission emphasized that
the threat of aggession does not justify a threatened State resorting to force in selfdefence."
The Commission was careful to Iink the acts of an individuai who commits a 'crime
against peace and security with the State. Only individuals "vested with the authority of the
State" have the potential to commit this offense." However, the State is not exempted £rom its.
respoi~sibilit~
for the crime. Thus, although the Draft Code places the liability directly on the
individual", it also provides that:
Rosecution of an individual for a crime against the peace and security of rnankind
does not relieve a State of any responsibility under international law for an act or
omission attributable to it.67
The Commission also noted the importance of defining a crime of threat of aggression,
particularly since powerful States have the potential to achieve improper objectives without
committing an actual act of aggression." Indeed, the Sixth Cornmittee of the General Assembly,
in its review of the Commission Report, noted tiiat "there had been rnany cases of States that had

1989 Y.B.intl L. Comm'n, vol. 2, part 2, U.N.Doc. A/CN.4/SER.A/1989/AcId.l @art 2),
p.68.

64

Id.

" 1989 Y.B.intl L. Comm'n, vol. 1, U.N. Dcc.A/CN.4/SER.A/1989,
66

p. 296.

Article 3, Responsibility and punishrnent.

'' Article 5.
" 1989 Y.B. Intl L. Cornrn'n

Beesley).

vol. 1, supra note 60, at 294, para. 11 (statement of Mr.

lost their independence through threats and ui-"69
.

The remrd went on to note:

.

Contemprary international law prohibited not only the use of force, but also the
threat of the use of force, and thus its inclusion in the code would reaffirm the
position of the international wmmunity in that r e g a ~ d . ~
The Draft Code of Crimes Against the Peace and Secwity of Mankind refleas the recent
development of the concept of crimes against peace.

Iü. Specific Law Regarding the Threat of Use of Nudear Weapons
The Charter of the United Nations was adopted in San Francisco on June 26. 1945, six
weeks before the fmt use of the atom bomb on August 6, 1945." Had this time sequence been
reversed, the Charter might weU have contained a specific prohibition on the threat and u
k of
nuclear weapbns and other weapns of mass destruction "The fact, however, that the existence
of atomic weapons means an unprecedented source of danger for mankind, and tint it.may be
one of the gravest f o m of the threat of force. was immediately rem@
by the United
Nations, which then tried to solve this pr~blern."~
The concem of the wmld mmmunity with
this new, startling development was evidenced by the fact that the fust resolution adopted by the
United Nations dealt with the subject of atomic energy and called, inter oliu, "for the eiimination
from national amaments of atomic weapons and of ail other major weapns adaptable to mass
destruction. . . .""

69 U.N. GAOR Sith Cornmittee (31st rntg.) at 15, U.N. Doc. ~ / ~ . 6 / 4 4 / ~ ~
(1989)
.31
(statement of MI.Gondra).

71

Herczegh, supra note 10, at 88.

Id Former United States Secretary of State John Foster D d e s a h stressed tha! if the
drafters of the Charter had known of the role nuclear weapons were to play, they would have
adopted more "emphatic and reaiistic" provisions to deal with disannament and regulation. U.S.
Cornhiunon and U.N.Charter: An Appraisal, Address by the Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles before the Arnerican Bar Association at Boston on Aug. 26, 1953, Dept. of State
Publication 5194.

"

G.A. Res. 0101, Establishment of a Commission to Deal with the Problems Raised by the
Discovery of Atomic Energy, adopted unanirnously, para. 5(c) (1946).

The preamble of the Treaty on the Non-Proiiferation of Nuclear Weapons" calls for "the
cessation of the manufacture of nuclear weapons, the liquidation of ail their existing stockpiles,
and the elimination from national arsenals of nuclear weapons and their means of delivery...."
Specifically, the Treaty prohibits the manufacture or a'cquisition of nuclear weapons by nonnuclear weapon States,'.' and it requires nuclear weapon States to "pursue negotiations in good
faitli on effective masures relating to cessation of the nucl& anns race at an eariy date and to
nuclear di~armarnent."'~The threat of use of nuclear weapons is inconsistent with the general
purpose and goal of the treaty as well as the specific requirements of State parties.
The South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty prohibits the manufacture, acquisition,
possession or control of nuclear weapons." The Treaty for the Rohibition of Nuclear W e a p
in Latin America prohibits the testing, use manufacture, production or acquisition of nuclear
weapons, directly or indirectly, by parties to the treaty or within the region defmed .by the
treaty."
The pattern in international law regarding weapom of mass destruction is to prohibit not
only the use but aiso the manufacture and acquisition of these weapom. The treaties discussed
above seek to eiimuiate both the use and the threat to use nuclear weapons; in no instance do
they prohibit use but tolerate possession. Sirnilarly, treaties regarding other weapons of mass
destmction, namely biological w e a p o n ~ .and
~ ~ chernical weaponss0, link threat and use. The

74

21 U.S.T. 483, T.I.A.S. No. 6839, 729 U.N.T.S. 161, 7 I.L.M. 811 (1968).

7.'

Id art. II.

76

Id art. VI.

n Also h o w n as the Treaty of Rarotonga, 24 LL.M. 1440, (1985), art. 3.

"

Also h o w n as the Treaty of Tlatelolco, 22 U.S.T. 762, T.I.A.S. No. 7137, 6 I.L.M.521
(1967), an. 1.
79

Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, and Stockpiling of
Bactenological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction, U.N. Res. 2826
W I 1972). 26 U.S.T. 583, T.I.A.S. No. 8062, 11 I.L.M. 309 (1972). Article 1provides: "Each
State Party to this Convention undertakes never in any circurnstances to deveIop, produce,
stockpile or othenvise acquire or retain" biological weapons.
80

Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of
Chernical Weapons and on Their Destruction, opened for signature in Paris on 13 January 1993.
A United Nations Treary Series registration number will be assigned once if enten into force.
Article 1.1 provides: "Each State Party to this Convention undertakes never under any

illegalit~of the threat to use these weapons is underscored by provisions calling for their
desauctioaa'

B.

Seauity Cound Resolutions

Resolution 984 (April 11, 1995) gives non-nuclear States assurances from the nuciear
States that nuclear weapons wiii not be threatened or used against them. Al1 of the deciared
nuclear States supported this molution.
Resolution 255 of the hxrity Chuncil provides that aggression or the threat of.aggression
with nuclear weapons against
a non-nuclear weapon
State wouid require the SecUrity Council to
act immediately."
Resolutions 984 and 255 therefore implicitly recognize the iliegality of the threat and use
of nuclear weapons against a non-nuclear weapon state. A legal act wouid not require assurpnces
against use nor require Security Council response."

C.

United ~ a & n s General Awmbly, Conference on Disannament and
D i i e n t Commission

As discussed above, the framers of the Charter could not be aware of the threat of nuclear
weapons, but the tint United Nations resolution addressed elhination of these ~ e a p o n s . ~

ciraunstances (a) TOdevelop, produce, othenvise acquire, stockpile or retain chemical weapons
. . . (b) To use chemical weapons. . . .,,
" Aiticle II

of the Biological Weapons Convention and Article L2 of the Chernical Weapons

Convention.

" S.C. Res. 255 (1968).

The relevant text r a d s as foliows:

The Security Council ... [r]ecognizes that aggression with nuclear weapons of the
threat of such aggression against a non-nuclear weapon State would create a
situation in which the Security Council, and above ali its nuclear-weapon State
permanent members, would have to act immediately in accordance with theu
obligations under the United Nations Chaner.

" Supra note 5.
LU

See supra notes 71-73 and accompanying text.

.

.

Another early resolution of the Generai Assembl? reaffirms the prohibition on the threat
or use of force and. in this context, c& on the Dûamiamen1 Commission. to develop
comprehensive plans providing for the "elimination and prohibition of al1 major weapons . . .
adaptable to mass destru~tion"~
and, specifidly, the "effective international control of atomic
energy to ensure the prohibition of atomic weapom . . . .""
The issue of assurances for non-nuclear weapon States against the use or threat of use of
nuclear weapons has received ovenvheiming suppoa from the international community. The
General Assembly has passed numerous resolutions affirming the urgency of reaching an eariy
agreement on effective international arrangements to assure non-nuclear weapon States against
the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons." Signirlcantly, no state has opposed the conclusion
of these assurances. Most recently, for example, 168 States voted in'favor of this resolution and
only three countries abstained (France, the United Kingdom, and the United States). Even the
three States generally considered to have secret nuclear weapons anenals (india, Israel and
Pakistan) voted in favor of these assurances.

The conclusion of effective international arrangements to assure non-nuclear-weapons
States against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons has ken a key agenda item of the U.NI
Conference on Disarmament, and the AdHoc Cornmittee estabiished to review this item has
consistently been re-established at the start of each annual session. Most recently, the
Cornmittee's report. adopted by the Conference on D i e n t , noted as follows:
All delegations reiterated that they attach particular importance to the question of

international arrangements to assure non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or
threat of use of nuclear weapons and expressed their readiness to engage in a
search for a mutually acceptable solution of the issue."
Additionally, the report of the Conference "stressed the necessity to recognize the right

"

G.A. Res. 704 (Wï) (1953).

Id para. 2(a).
Id para. 2(c).
E.g. G.A. Res. 49/73 (1994), G.A. Res. 48/73 (1993), G.A. Res. 47/50 (1992), G.A. Res.
46/32 (19911, G.A. Res. 45/54 (1990), G.A. Res. 441111 (1989), G.A. Res. 43/69 (1988), G.A.
Res. 42/32 (1987). G.A. Res. 41/52 (1986). G.A. Res. 40186 (1985), G.A. Res. 39/58, G.A. Res.
38/68 (1983) et al. Al1 of these resolutions bw the name "Conclusion of effective international
arrangements to assure non-nuclear-weapon States against the use o r threat of use of nuclear
weapons."

Report of the Conference on Disarmarnent, 49 U.N. GAOR Supp. (NO. 27) (Agenda Item
33) at 130-131, U.N. Doc. A149127 (1994).

of non-nuclear-weapon States not to be attacked nor threatened with these w e a p ~ n s It
. ~is
significant that, in refemng to this right. the.Report called for its recognition rather than its
creation
The complete elimination of nuclear weapom bas been a constant and recurrhg objective
of the Disamament Commission and the Conference on D i e n t 9 '

In addition, the General Assembly has passed over 100 resolutions stating nuclear
disamment or the eiimination of nuclear weapons as a goal.n Thus, the majority of states do

not accept the necessity argument for deterrence. A growing number of states have specifically
prohibited nuclear weapons in their temtory and have established, or are in the process of
establishing, nuclear weapons free zones.

D.

The Non-Derogable Right to Life

The United Nations Human Rights Cornmittee, which supervises the implementation of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Ri@
PCCPR], has determined that nuclear
weapons threaten the nonderogable right to life:
[Tlhe designing, testing, manufacture, possession and deployment of nuclear
weapons are among the greatest h t s to the right to life which conffont mankind
today. This threai is cimpounded by the danger that the a d use of nuclear
weapons rnay be brought about, not only in the event of war, but even through
hurnan or mechanical error or failure. Furthemore, the very existence and gravity
of this threat generates a climate of suspicion and fear between States, which is
in itself antagonistic to the promotion of universal respect for and observance of
hurnan rights and fundamental freedoms in accordance with the Charter of the

" Eg. Report of the Disarmament Commission, 49 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 42) (Agenda
Item 4) at 4, U.N. Doc. A/49/42; Report of the Disarmament Commission, 48 U.N. GAOR Supp.
(No. 42) (Agenda Item 4) at 4, U.N. Doc. A/48/42; Report of the Conference on D i e n t ,
supra note 41, (Agenda Item 2) at 1; Report of the Conference on Disannament, 48 U.N. GAOR
Supp. (No. 27) (Agenda Item 2) at 1, U.N. Doc. A/48/27; Report of the Conference on
Disarmament, 47 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 27) (Agenda Item 2) at 2, U.N. Doc. A/47/27.
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See Appendix B.

'' 999 U.N.T.S.171,6 I.L.M. 368 (1967). Entered into force on March 23. 1976. Article 6,
para. 1 reads: "Every human king has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected
by law. No one shall be arbitraiily depnved of his life."

United Nations and the International Covenants on Human R i g h t ~ . ~

In other words, nuclear weapons both threaten the right to life and contribute to the spirit
of rnistnist among States which wmpounds the likelihood of threats beiig canied out In
addition, the threat to use nuclear weapons conflicts with the cornmitment to provide children
with the protection of m i e t y and the StateB and to protect families."
The right to life is confumed as weli in the Euopean Convention for the Protection of
H-Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms" [ECHR], andthe American Convention on Human
Rightsg8 [ACHR]. Under the ICCPR, the ECHR, and the ACHR, a derogation clause may be
invoked in exceptional situations that threaten the life of the nation. However, the right to life
is one of the four nonderogable rights which constitute the "irreducible are'* of human rights.
A nonderogable nght is one which cannot be suspended by the State even in times of public
emergency.
Moreover, according to Judge Schwebel of the international Court of Justice, matters
affecting international human rights obligations cannot be regarded as exclusively within domestic
jurisdiction of a particular State:
Once a state has undertaken obligations toward another state, or toward the
intemational cornmunity, in a specified sphere of human rights, it rnay no longer
maintain, vis-a-vis the other state or the international cornmunity, that rnatten in
that sphere are exclusively or essentially within its domestic junsdiction and

Report of the Human Rights Cornmittee, Gened Comment 14(23) on Article 6 of the
Covenant, 2 November 1984: U.N. GAOR (40th Session) Supp. (No.40), Annex VI, '162, U.N.
Doc. A/40/40.
ICCPR, art. 24.

~6

" ICCPR, art. 23.
" 213 U.N.T.S. 221, E.T.S. 5 (1950), art. 2.
'' O.A.S. Official Records OEAJSER. K/XVi/1.1 Dm. 65, Rev.

1, Corr. 1, 9 ILM 101

(19701, 65 AJ.1.L. 679 (1971), ari. 4.
99 J. Oraa, HUMAN
RIGKTSINSTATESOF EMERGENCY
ININTERNATIONAL LAW 96 (1992).
The other nonderogable nghts are: the nght to be free from torture and other inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment (ICCPR, art. 7; ECHR, art.3; ACHR, art. 5), the nght to be
free from slavery or servitude (ICCPR, art. 8; ECHR, art. 4, ACHR, art. 6), and the principle of
non-retroactivity,of penal laws (ICCPR, art. 15, ECHR, an. 7, ACHR, art. 9).

outside the range of international concernl"
Thus the manufacture and possession of nuclear weapons, which violate the right to üfe.
cannot be defended. by nuclear weapon States either as essential for defense in times of public
emergency or as matters of domestic junsdiction.
IV.

The Threat of Use of Nuclear Weapons is Prohibited in Any Circumstance
A.

The Correlation Between Threat and Use of Force: Threat -1s Use

For purposes of the following analysis, it wiii be usefui to examine briefly the meanings
of the terms "threat" and "force", both generically and within the context of the legal instruments
relevant to this di&ussion
The ammon meaning of "force" is "strength, energy, powef'. The normal m e A g of
use
of force", within the context of Article 2(4) of the Charter, is the application of physical
"the
force of a military nature by one member state against another. as in the invasion of Kuwait by
Iraq.
Upon closer examination. however, it becames apparent that more is involved here than
a ûansborder launch of tanks, troops or missiles. Art. 2(4) forbids not only the use of force
against the temtoriai integrity of a state, but also against its political independence, or "in any
other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations." If Art. 2(4) had been aimed
only at cross-border military action, it would not have been necessary to add this further
language.
What kùid of force, then, other than military force in action, can be used by one state
agairtst the political independence of another, without affecting its temtorial integrity? Nonmilitary force, to be sure, as for instance the erection of tariff barriers or other economic
measures, but also the open or veiled promise of the use of force, including amed force, if
certain dernands are not met. This interpretation is consistent with the d e f ~ t i o nof
s "force" as
"power to influence, affect or controi", "persuasive power, power to con~ince."~~'
"Threat", on the other hand, is defmed as "a declaration of an intention or determination
to infiict punishment, injury, death, or loss on someone in retaiiation for, or conditionally
upon, some action or course; an indication of probable evil, loss or violence to come; ...

lm

S. Schwebel, Human Rightr in the World Coun, 24 VAND.J. TRANSNAT'L
L. 945 (1991).

'O'

Random House Dictionaq of the English Language, Third Unabndged mition.
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Even more relevant, for present purposa, is the defmition of "threat" in BlacKs Law
Dictionq: "In criminal law. ...any menace of such a nature as to unsenle the mind of the penon
on whom it operates, and to take away from his acts that free and voluntary action which alone
constitutes consent."
The United Nations Secretary General, in considering what constitutes a threat to uïq
force, noted that,"[tlhe person who uners the threat may'not intend to cany it out, and the threat
is then only a f o m of intimidation and 'bla~kmail'."'~
As one philosopher has noted:
:. :.

Nuclear weapons are &mg used today and can be expected to be used in
the future. Not that they are being detonated . . . plut that is not a requirement
of their beiig used. A man uses a gun when he sticks it in your ribs and demands
your money. He does not n d to fue the gun And a country uses nuclear
weapons when it makes it known that it rnay launch thern unies cenain
conditions are met, as the United States did against the Soviets in the Cuban
Missile Cnsis, against China during the Korean War, and against North Viefnam
during the Vietnam War. And the very threat of retaliation that is at the heart of
nuclear deterrence is a use of nuclear weapons, even if it is not the actual
expioding of them.IM

Thus, the concepts of "threat" and "use" in Article 2(4) merge into each other in most
circumstances: The threat of use is itself a kind of use.

B.

Tbe Conditional Threat of Force is Prohibited in Any Cucumstance

As has b e n shown in Section II, supra, the prohibition on the threat of force for the
purpose of affecting another state's political independence, or in any rnanner inconsinent with
the purposes of the United Nations, - what we may cal1 a conditional threat - runs like a mantra
through the entire pon-World War II law of peace and security. Whether stated in temis of
threat, attempted threat, planning or preparation, coercion, interference in the intemal or extemal
lm

I d , emphasis added.

'* Secretary General of the United Nations, Report on the Quesrion of Defining Aggression,
U.N. Doc. A12211 at 51 (Oct. 3, 1952) para. 368. (Reprinted in Henkin, Pugh et al.,
M TER NATIONAL LAW: CASESAND MATERIALS
894-896 (Thiïd ed., 1993).
lM

RL. Holmes, ON WARAND MORAL^ 8 (1989).

'

affairs of states or "ail other fomis of interference"lm, it is clear tùat ail "threats" of this kind are
u n e q u i v d l y outlawed by the United Nations Charter, many 0th- international instruments and,
indeed, the customary law of peace and security.
This k i n g so, and considering that nuclear weapons represent the greatest conceivable
instrument of threat available to any nation, the conditional threat to use nuclear weapons is, a
fortiori, a gross violation of the law of peace and security.
C.

A Retaliatory Threat to Use Nuclear Weapom is Illegal in Any Circumstance

What of threat in the retaliatory sense, i.e. "if you do such and such to me, 1 will do such
and such to you"? Surely no pemn, nor any state, can be deprived of the right to threaten harm
as a means of self-defense. But this nght is not unümited. There is no right to threaten to commit
the use of nu,clear
a crime or other iiiegai act. Hence, if, as has been argued elsewhe~e,'~
weapons is illegai in any circumstance, i.e. even by way of selfdefense or reprisal, the threat to
use nuclear weapons must aisa be illegal in any circ~mstance.~~~
Although this general proposition is dkpsitive of the question of the legaiity of
retaliatory threats of nuclear weapons,it may be useful to examine somewhat more closely the
fomis which such threats may take.
1.

The Threat of F i Use

A threat of fmt use wuld include a threatened preemptive nuclear strike against a

perceived nuclear or conventional attack or a threatened nuclear response to an a d
conventional attack Moreover, a threat of fmt use could be direaed against developments
faliing shoa of the perception of an irnrnediate attack: The essence of the current doctrine of
"counterprolifemtion" is that the nuclear weapon states resexve to themselves the right to use
nuclear weapons to discourage "rogue states" from developing-not necesshly using-weapons
of mass desuuction, whether nuclear, chernical, biological or other. Of the declared nuclear

1m See supra Sections II.B and II.C.

P. Weiss, B. Weston, R. Falk, S. Mendlovitz, Drap Mernorial in Support of the
Application by the World Health Organirntion for an Advisory Opinion by the I n t e r M i i 0 ~ 1
Court of Justice on the Legality of the Use of Nuclear Weaponr Under Imermzional Law,
Inclding the W.H.O. Constirution, 4 TRANSNA-~L
L. & CONTEMP.PROBS.721,753-757 (1994).
See ako Statements submitted by Malaysia, Mexico, Nauru, Solomon Islands, and Sweden in
support of the request by the World Health Organization for an advisory opinion on the legality
of use of nuclear weapons in armed conflict.
'~6
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Brownlie, supra note 45; Oppenheim, supra note 46.

powers, only China has an official no-first-use policy.'" The nuclear weapon States, specifically
the United States and the United Kingdom. have repeatedly used threats of fmt use of nuciear
weapons against both nuclear and non-nuclear weapon States.'"
-A threat of fmt use of nuclear weapons is a direct violation of jus ad bellum. The
prohibition on the threat of force under the United Nations Qiarter"o covers threats of both
conventional and nuclear weapons The threat of fim use is inherently a threat against the
political independence and temtorial integTity of another State. This is true not only when the
threat is imminent and airned at exacting specific changes but also, because of the unique nature
of the weapons, when it is a longstanding posture not direaly iinked to specific demands. Any
State in actual or potential confiict with a nuclear State that has a fm-use policy, recognizes that
the nuclear State has the weapons and the will to use these weapons should it be deemed
necessary by the nuclear State. This inevitably influences the decision making of that State.

The unique nature of nuclear weapons, as weapons of mass destruction, makes the threat
of theù use a tool of unequalled intimidation, undemiinuig the political independence of the
threatened State.
Any nuclear threat or use and especially first use and its threat is connary to the purposes
of the United ~ a t i o n s which
,
include the maintenance of international peace and security and
prevention of "threat to the peace" and suppression of "breaches of the peace" (Art. l(1)) and the
achievement of cooperation in promoting and respecthg human rights (Art. l(3)).
Furthemore, the threat of fmt use of nuclear weapons can never satisfy the principle of
proportionality, one of the foundation stones of the laws of war, since the magnitude of the event
to which a preemptive response is beiig made is necessarily a matter of speculation.
2.

The Threat of Second Use

The second use of nuclear weapons, and therefore the threat of such use, are not permitted
under the law of reprisals. Reprisais "must confom in ail wes to the laws of humanity and
morality.""' "Civilian populations ... should not be the object of reprisals ....""' "Attacks against

'O8 NUCLEAR
WEAPONS:A COMPREHENSIVE
STUDYAppendix 1, U.N. Sales No. E.91.M.10
(1990).
'O9

See Appendix C.

"O

See supra notes 2-5 and accompanying text.

"' An. 86, Manual Published by the Institute of International i a w (Oxford Manual), 1880.
Schindler and Toman, The iaws of Armed Conflict, p.48 (hereafter Schindler).

the civiiian population or civiiians by way of reprisais are prohibited."'*
jufied, but they too must be in accordance with customary law.""'

"Reprisais may be

It is common ground that the laws of war apply equally to aii weapons and tactics,
including those used in self-defense?" The use of genocide, torture or terrorist attacks by one
state against another does not justify the use of genocide, t o m e or temrist attacks in response.
Hence self-defense cannot jus&iQthe threat of use of nuclear weapons in selfdefense.
3.

Implicit Threats of Use

Threats need not be expressly communicated to be effective."' While it is m e that the
bully on the block threatens the safety of his peaceful neighbors by his very presence and his past
behavior, it is also tnie that not every disparity of power between peMns or economic or
political unils constitutes a îhreat aaionable at law. Nevertheless, most systerns of law recognize
that mere size can and frequently does lead to abuses of power.

Par. 7, GA Res. 2675 (XXV), 1970, Basic Principles for the Protection of ' ~ i v i l i i
Populations in Amed Confiicts, adopted by 109 votes to none. with 18 States abstaining or
absent.

"'Art. 51(6), Rotocol 1 Additional to the Geneva Conventions, 1977. The Protocol also
prohibits reprisais against civilian objects (An. 52[1]), cuihiral objects and places of worship
(Art.S3[c]), objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population (Art.54[4]), the natud
environment (Art.55[2]) and worics and installations containing dangerous forces, namely dams,
dykes and nuclear generating stations (Art.56[4]).

'" N.Singh & E. McWhinney, NUCLEARWEAFQNSAND CON-~IPORARY
LAW167 (26 ed.,
1989).
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"Whatever may be the cause of a war that has broken out, and whether or no the cause
may be a d l e d j u s cause, the same d e s of international law are valid as to what must not
be done, may be done, and must be done by the belligerents themselves in making war against
each other." U.S.v. Wilhelm List et al. mostape Case), 11 Trials of War Giminals 1247 (1950).
?he quoted statement was made by international lawyer L. Oppenheim and adopted by the
tribunal.
For example, Fanands, The Regionai Use of Force, in THE USE OF FORCE
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS70,84-85 (F. Northedge, ed., 1974) notes:
IL'

The best exarnple of. . . "concealed threat" was the fmt Sputnik of October 1957;

this great scientific achievement would have been nothing more if the implication
that for the fmt time the USSR could destroy American cities had not been
evident.

ï h e field of cornpetition law, for instance, is replete with examples of statutes and treaties
intended to compensate for inequalities of size and power in the market place in order to create
that "ievel playing field" which alone can guarantee the functioning of the free rnarket. Many
countries and regional groupings have laws forbidding the abuse of a dominant po~iti0n.l'~
However, as the European Court of Justice observed:
The concept of abuse is .an objective concept relating to the behaviour of an
undertahg in a dominant position which is such as to influence the suucnire of
a market where, as a result of the very presence of the unciertaking in question,
the degree of competition is weakened and which, through recouse to rnethods
different from those which condition normal cornpetition . . ., has the effect of
hindering the maintenance of the degree of cornpetition still existing in the
market."'
Substitute "country possessing nuclear weapons" for "undextaking in a dominant position"
and you have a description of the distortion of "normal" international relations resulting from the
"very presence" of such weapons.
Sirnilarly, the rationale of antitrust laws providing for state control of mergers and
acquisitions is to prevent mere size from distoning normal market relations, which is another way
of saying that mere size poses a threat to their operation. Corntries and regional arrangements
having such laws include the European Union, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Colombia, the Czech
Republic, Finland, Fmce, Gemany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Nonvay, Poland, Portugal, Russia,
Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, Australia, India, Israel, Japan, Kenya, Korea, New Zealand,
South Africa, Taiwan, Canada, the United States, and ~enezuela."~
The possession of nuclear weapons, i.e., weapons capable of wreaking complete
destruction on an enemy, represents a unique case of power disparity. By its very existence, a
nuclear arsenal in the hands of one State constitutes a threat of the greatest magnitude to the
safety, indeed the survival, of every other state.Iz0

"7

E.g.. Art. 86, Treaty of Rome (EEC), Art. 22, Gennan Cornpetition Law.
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Hoffmann-La Roche v. Commission, 1979 E.C.R. 461, par. 6 (emphasis added).

B.E. Hawk, U
m STATES,COMMON
MARKET AND IN~ERNATIONAL
AKITIRUST,
1031,
n.1, (2d ed., 1994 supplement).
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Herczegh, supra note 10, observes:
In our days the major form of the threat of force is concomitant with the
armament race, the manufacture of thermonuclear and other weapons of mass
destruction and with the tests conducted with them.

It may be argued. in rebuttai, chat the actual poIicy of the nuclear weapon states is to
maintain theù arsenals for the sole purpose of insuring their own security, ie., for deterrence.
But nations are not farnous for observing their solemn promises when they perceive their vital
interest to be at risk If they were, the world would not have seen nurnerous cross-border warsl"
break out since the enactment of the U.N..Charter.

What is kuown in current poiitical science parlance as "vital interest" or "national interest"
or "national h t y " used to be referred to as "reasons of state" and was then, as now,
undentood to take prionty over law or morality. One might say. in a varüuit on Pascal's wellknown aphorism, "the state has its reasons which reason knows nothing of."
A recent example of this attitude is the statement by Cien. Vladimir Semyonov.
commander of Russian ground forces, that the violation of the Conventional Armed Forces Treaty
because "the
in Europe1" by the deployment of a new Russian army in Chechnya is jeed
interests of Russia's security and integrity must come above the provisions set in this txaty."lp
An exlier example is the statement by Jeane Kirkpatrick, U.S. Ambasador to the United
Nations, thatthe Charter "is not a suicide pact."12

The point here is not' to chastise this or that nation for placing its perceived vital interest
above the commands of the law, since al1 nations are guilty of this offense, but to submit that,
in assessing the threat posed by overwheiming power, one must look at what nations do, not what
they say.
Starting from Lord Acton's famous aphorism that "power tends to compt and absolute
As early as 1939, before serious work had started anywhere on developing a nuclear
weapons plant, Lord Chenvell, Winston Churchill's advisor on science, is said to have held the
view that "fwlhoever possessed such a plant would be able to dictate t e m to the rest of the
world." Bundy, supra note 1, at 27.
121

See generally BORDERAND TERF~ORIAL
DISPLTES
(A.J. Day, ed., 2nd ed., 1987).
Examples include Iran-ïraq @p. 238-241), Iraq-Kuwait (pp.244-247), Argentins-United Kingdom
(Failùands) (pp. 391-92), Ecuador-Peru (pp. 424-425). See aLso Comment, International
Intervention: ï h e United Stoles' Invasion of Panama, 31 HARV.
WL
LJ. 633 (1990); R. Beck,
Inrernan'oml L w and the Decision fo Invade Grenada: A Ten Year Renospecrive, 33 VA. J.
!.WL
L. 765 (1993).

'" Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe, 30 I.L.M. 1 (1990)
New York Times, April 27, 1995, p. A6.

J. Kirkpahick n e ï i m b of Internutio~ZLav,address before the American Society of
C Y FORCE,vol.
International Law, New York, NY April 12, 1984. (Reprinted in L E G ~ A AND
II (1988) pp. 241-252, at 251.)

power cormpts absoiutelyu, N o m Cousins, adjunct professor of Medical Humanities at the
University of California. gives the following summary of "the tendencies that emerge from the
pages of historians":
-The tendency of power to drive intelligence underground;
-The tendency of power to become a theology, admitting no gods before it;
it was
-The tendency of power to distort and damage the traditions and institutios~~
designed to protect;
-The tendency of power to cre& a language of its own, making other forms of
communication inwherent and irrelevant;
-The tendency of power to spawn imitators, leading to volatile competition;
-The tendency of power to set the stage for its own use.'=
It is not dificuit to see how al1 of these "tendencies" apply to the enormok power
flowing from the possession of nuclear weapons, nor how this power is bound to be used as an
instrument of national policy by those who possess it.
4.

Deterrence

Deterrence cuts across the three categories of threat discussed above. Because it is
generally claimed to be the principal purpose of nuclear weapons, it merits special consideration.
Accordiig to the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff:
"Dlhe fundamental purpose of US nuclear forces is to deter the use of weapons of III&
desmiction, particularly nuclear weapons, and to serve as a hedge against the emergence
of an ovenvhelming conventional threat."lz6
Note the use of the adjective "fundamentai" rather than "sole", suggesting that U.S.
nuclear forces rnay have purposes other than deterrence. The Joint Chiefs go on to say that:
Deterrence is founded in real force capabilities and the national determination to

'= N. Cousins, THEPATHOLOGY
OF POWER2 3 (1987).
lZ6 Joint Chiefs of Staff, DOCIRINEFOR JOINT NUCLEAR
OPERATIONS, Joint Pub 3-12. 2 9
April 1993, p. 1-1.

use those forces if necessaryxn
and that deterrence is:

a defense posture. that rnakes possible war outcornes so uncertain and dangerous,
as calculateci by potential enemies, as to remove al1 incentive for ùiitiating anack
under any cir~urnstance.'~
.
'

The Joint Chiefs of Staff state fuaher that:

U.S. forces' and command and conml systems [mw]be viewed by enemy
leadership as capable of infiiduig such damage upon their military forces and
means of support, or upon their country, as to deny them the military option.lZ9
Thus, the doctrine of deterrence implies a readiness and willingness (1) to use nuclear
weapons, (2) to inflict great darnage on the enemy, and (3) if necessary, to intlict such damage
on the enemy's country, not simply his military forces and means of support.
Nor should deterrence be seen as a purely defensive domine. As one analyst has noted:
The development of modem nuclear weapons and the systems needed to deliver
them cannot be explained if one insiis on defuiing deterrence in an essentially
defensive and reactive form. Instead, the modem concept of deterrence has
evolved into something much closer to the traditional understandimg of the role of
military force in the pursuit of national objectives. Deterrence is now seen as
"flexible" or "extended, and a "second-strike counterforce" capabiiity is defended
as part of a deterrent on the grounds that a credible (i.e., non-suicida11 response
m u s be available if deterrence fails."'
Another makes the following comment:
m h e theory of nuclear deterrence, far from being one of the great
advances of our tirne . . . is so little understood in its conceptual foundations and
so thoroughly confused in its implementation as to be practically useless fromthe
standpoint of the rational, not to mention moral, guidance of policy. It may, in

lZ9

Id (emphasis supplied).

"O A. k m , Dererrence and Itr Contradicnoris, in TOWARD
NUUEAR DISARMAMENT
AND
GLOBALSEC^ 219 (B. Weston, ed., 1984).

fact, ultimately prove d i i u ~ . ~ '
A recent United States Congressional m d y on the proliferation of weapons of mass

destruction dismsed the "wtentially confiicting objectives" of nuclear non-prolifemtion and the
nuclear powers' reliance on nuclear deterrence.'" The m d y admits that:
One way to reduce the appeal of nuclear weapons is to deemphasize the
role that play in international relations. But to do so would mean that the nuclear
powen must rely on them less, weakening the credibility and utility of U.S.
nuclear detement threats. . . ."133

V.

The Iiiegaliîy of the Threat to Commit an Iiiegai Act

Support for the principle that the threat to commit an iiiegal act is also iiiegai can'be
found in international legal instruments and opinio jwisIY as weli as the general principl& of law
r e c o g d by civihed nations.

A.

International Legai Instruments

We have already seen that ueaties regardiig weapom of mass destruction prohibit
possession and manufacture of these weapons in addition to their use.13' Similady, the
Nuremberg Rinciples defme as Crimes Against Peace the "planning" and "preparation" of war
in addition to the "initiation" or "waging" of ~ a r . ' ~ ~

13'

Holrnes, supra note 104, at 259.

U.S. Congres, Office of Technology Assessrnerit, Prol~erationof Weapons of Mas
Destruction: Assesring the Ri&, OTA-ISC-559 (Washington, DC: U.S. Govemment Printing
Office, August 1993) pp. 25-29.
13'

lY

Supra notes 4546 and accompanying text.

13*

Supra Section ïü.A.

lM

Supra Section D.D.

Additional examples include Rotocol 1 of the Geneva Conventionln. which lists, in
Article 75, paxagaph 2, a nurnber of prohibited acts, namely, murder. tomire, wrporal
punishment, mutilation, outrages upon personai dignity, taking of hostages, collective
punishments. and "rhreas to commit any of the foregoing acs" (emphasis added).
In addition, the Convention on the Prevention and Funishment of the Crime of Genocide'"
renders punishable not only gen~cide,"~but also conspiracy to commit g e n ~ i d e , 'direct
~
and
public incitement to commit genocideF1 attempt to commit genocide,'" and wmplicity in
gen~cide,"~
ali of which might be perceived by the target as the threat of genocide.

B.

Generai hinciples of Law Recognized by Civiüzed Nations

Given the paucity of discussions in the legal literature wn&g
the meaning of "threat"
in Article 2(4) of the m e r , it may be useful to consider the treamient of "threat" in ordinary
civil and criminal law.

.

.

..

The principle of cxumnhng threat, either in itself or for the purpose of achieving some
udawful end, is well establied in the legal systems of many countries, as will be shown by the
following examples:

Article 2 11, Penai Code:
Anybody who, in order to spread general fear or to produce a not or
disorder, makes any sign, voices any alarm, threatens the commission of any
crime of common danger, or uses any other physical means which would
normally produce any such result, shall be punished by jailing from one month to

Rotocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the
Protection of Victims of International Armed Confiicts (Rotocol I), 16 I.L.M.1391 (1977).
'31

13'

78 U.N.T.S.277 (1948).

'39

Id, art. ïiI(a).

O''

Id., an. m(b)

141

id, art. rn(c).

142

Id, art. rn(d).

'41

Id, art. m(e).

three years.

..

Article 147 of the Criminal Code provides for a penalty of imprisonment of one to six
months, or a fine, for "threatening anyone through words, writing or gesture, or any other
symbolic means of causing any unjust or serious h a m ~ "

Article 494 (16) of the Penal Code penalizes anyone who threatens a violent act of
physical force as a f o m of intimidation to cause fear among the generai public.
Article 296 penalizes anyone who threatens another with a h m that consututes a criminal
offense. regardless of whether the hami occurs.

France:
Article 305 of the Penal Code renders punishable by i m p k n m e n t fYom two to five years
and by a fme of 50,000 to 450,000 francs any person, who by anonymous or signed writing,
picture, symbol or emblem, threatens the assassination, poisoning or any other attempt against
the life of a person which is ~unishableby a death sentence, hard labor for life or deportation
whenever the threat is acwmpanied by an order to deposit an arnount of money in cash at a
designated place, or to fulfill any other requirement.
Article 306 of the Pend Code provides for impnsonrnent of no less than one nor more
than three years and a fine of 50,000 to 450,000 francs, when the threat is not accompanied by
any order or condition.

Germany:
Section 126, Penal Code:
Anybody who endangers the public peace by threatening to commit
felonies entaiiiig cornrnon danger, shall be punislied by imprisonment for a term
not to exceed one year.

Section 503, Penal Code:
Whoever threatens another with any injury to his person, reputation or
propeny, or to the person or reputation of anyone in whom that person is
interested, with intent to cause alarm to that person, or to cause that person to do

any act which he is not legally bound to do, or to omit to do any act which that
person is legally entitled to do, as the means of avoiding the execution of such
threat, comrnits c r i m i ~ intimidation.
I
Itaiy:
Article 421. Penal Code:
Whoever threatens to commit crimes .against public safety, or acts of
devzstation orpillage, in a manner which arouses public fear, shaii be. punished
by irnpnsonment for up to one year.
Article 612, Penal Code:
Whoever threatens another with any wrongfui ham shall be punished, on
complaint of the victim, by a fine of up to 20,000 lire.

Korea:
Article 283, Penal Code penalizes a person who intimidates another.
Article 284 penalizes "a person who commits a crime under. . . the precediig Anicle by
the threat of collective force or while carrying a dangerous weapon".
Nigeria:
Section 252. Penal Code:
A person who . . . attempts or threatens to apply force of any kind to the
person of another without his consent . . . is said to assault that person.

Philippines:
Art. 282, Penal M e , defnes as "Acts punishable as grave threats":
1. By threatening another with the Miction upon his person, honor or property or that

of his family of any wrong amounting to a crime and demanding money or ùnposing any other
condition . . . .
3. By threatening another with the infiiction upon his penon, honor or property or that
of his farnily of any wrong arnounting to a crime which is not subject to a condition.

Spain:
Article 263,'Penal Code, penalizes anyone who threatens to commit certain terrorist acts
with the intent of disnipting the security of the State or of altering the public order, even though
the threat is not dependent on the fulfiilment of sorne condition.
Article 493, Penal Code, penalizes anyone who threatens another with harm to his p e m n
or honor or that of his family or to harrn the propeay of either with an injury that consritutes a
criminai offense.

Title XI, Section 309, penalizes "[wlhoever wmpels any person to do, or not CO do, or
to suffer any a b by putting hirn in fear of injury to life, body, liberty or reputation or property
of him or of another person . . . ."
Uganda:
Section 76, Penai Code, penalizes anyone who "with intent to intimidate or annoy any
peson . . . threatens to injure, assault, shoot or kill any person, or to bum, break or injure any
property."
United States of America:
The distinction between assault and battery, in the crime of "assault and battery". lies in
the fact that the threat of unlawful force suffices to coiistitute the crime of assault, while battery
requires physical contact.'"
Robbery is frequently defined as the commission of theft by means of the use.or threat
of physical force or intimidation, whether propeny is actually taken from the victim or net."'
"Threatening" or "Menacing" is defmed as a scparate crime in some criminal codes.'*

'@
U.S. Model Penal Code 5 21 1.1 (l)(c), Officid Dmft and Revised Cornrnents 1982. The
code prohibits an attempt "by physical menace to put another in fear of imminent serious bodfiy
injury."
'41

Model Penai Code 5 222.1

N.Y. Penal Law 99 120.13, 120.14, and 120.15 (Menacing in the first,
second, and third degrees, respectively); N.Y. Penal Law Fj 240.20 (Disorderly Conduct by
Threatening Behavior); Cal. Penal Code g 519 m e a t s ) ; Ohio Rev. Code Ann. 5 2903.21
(Aggravated Menacing), s2903.211 (Menacing by Stalking), 5 2903.22 (Menacing).
"Examples include:

Extortion and blackmaii are n o d y defined as "the extraction of money or other value
by means of an unlawful threat".'"
'Tenoristic threat" statutes are entering the vocabulary of criminal statutes.'"

Section 77, Penal Code, penalizes a person who "threatens .another with any injury to his
person or property. . . ."

'" Model Penal Code § 212.5; N.Y. Penal Law § 155.05(e) (Larceny by Extortion, defined
as obtaining property by instilling in another a "fear that, if the property is not delivered, the
actor . . . will cause physical injury . . . or cause damage to property.)

'"

See. e.g., Model Penal Code, 5 21 1.3. "A person is gdty of a felony of the third degree
if he threatens to commit any crime of violence with purpose to terrorize another. . . ."

Conclusion
The 1995 Review and Extension Conference of the Parties to Uie Treaty on the NonProiiferation of Nuclear Weapons has ended with two results signifiant for the consideration of
the question before the Court:
The nuclear arsenals of both declared and undeclared nuclear weapon states
remain intact, at a level variously estimated at 41,000 to 45,00 warheads."'
There is no unarnbiguous, biiding cornmitment by the declared nuclear weapon
states, much less the undeclared ones, to thc ultimate abolition of al1 nuclear
weapons, even in the distant future.
Thus, the subjective threat of use of nuclear weapons remains as an objective threat to the
survival of al1 or part of the world's present population and of generations to corne. If this threat
were regarded as an epidemic of potentidy incalculable proportions, like polio in bygone days
and AiDS iii the present, the medical and scientific rcsources of humanity would be mobilized
to combat it. The only weapons available to comba: the potential of a nuclear epidemic are
comrnon sense, and the mle of law.
In light of the arguments presented here and iii other Statements Ned with the Cowt in
support of both the World Health Organization and General Assembly Advisory Opinion cases.
tlus C o w is respectfully requested to advise that the tiueat and use of nuclw weapons is not
permitted uiider international law in any circurnstance.

The Center for Defense Information, Nuclear Weapon FUCLS,
1995. If the Treaty on the
Reduction and Limitation of Strategic Offensive A m s II (START Ii) is fully camed out, the
estirnated number of warheads in the year 2003 would be 20,000 to 22,000.
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